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Our situation is far from hopeless, indeed a better future for humanity is easy to build if we put
our minds and hands together. At the moment, though, things are getting worse because we are
not working together. Instead we are fighting against each other.

People have always fought with each other, of course. As jungle dwelling hunter gatherers we
fought each other for territory. In ancient civilization we conquered territories and enslaved the
conquered people. In my lifetime we have made wars in which we have slaughtered over a
hundred million of each other, and have built thousands of nuclear weapons with which we could,
and well may, kill all of each other.

This history is evidence of our aggressive nature, perhaps, but it also is proof beyond a
reasonable doubt that if we do not change our ways, our future is grim. History also shows that,
while we may be violent beasts, our success as a species has been less about big teeth and more
about intelligence, and about our ability to collaborate. We are, above all, social animals.

The problem has been division, and it has not just been about boundaries between nations, but
also about division by class. There were kings, clerks, lords, peasants, servants, slaves. In the old
days, high class made you rich. Today it is more the other way around, and class distinctions are
denied despite their obvious reality. The key element is privilege for some, and its inevitable
consequence, oppression and poverty for others.

In our democracy everyone has, de jure, equal political power - one person one vote - but, de
facto, money talks and those who have it, and especially those whose political efforts are well
organized, have hugely disproportionate power. That power is used in the halls of government to
influence, and to corrupt, those who are nominally the representatives of the people. Even more
important, however, is the influence those “special interests” have on public opinion.

At the core of our current disaster is that we have become increasingly dependent for our
information and for our communication on a mass media oligarchy that profits from, and drives,
our division. It is not that these media oligarchs are evil. They are no more evil than the rest of us.
The problem is that they have huge concentrated power.

The solution to the oligarchs' growing control of our society is not to blame them, which is a
waste of time, and not to try to “regulate” them, which we cannot effectively do because they
control the government that makes the rules, but to resist their power over our minds by turning
them off (a choice we still have) and by communicating with each other directly through means
which they cannot manipulate.

One way is face-to-face conversation. This has huge advantages over all other means of
communication. We convey meaning not just with words and with the way we say those words,
but also with our facial expressions and our body language, and with physical touching such as
hand shaking and hugging. Even our body odors convey meaning, and altogether our ability to tell
truth-tellers from liars is greatly enhanced in direct contact. The importance of face to face
communication is why local conversations are so important to the success of democracy.

But face-to-face is not our only option. In the Covid crisis we have all been using our telephones
more, for voice and text, and this can be reasonably private and free from manipulation. Indeed
our telephone conversations are private by law, and cannot be monitored without cause and a
court order. Even the most powerful corporations are not allowed to listen in.

Email can also be independent from manipulation, thought it does not have the same guarantee
of privacy. The key is to pay for the service we use, with a company that promises not to harvest
and sell our “data.” Google’s “free” email service Gmail, for example, is monetized by using what
they learn by reading our emails to sell us things and manipulate our beliefs.

Holding meetings via Zoom has also proved to be a way to get together and share ideas while
staying safe from Covid. Zoom is free for limited use, but it is monetized by charging fees for
larger groups and longer meetings - not by manipulating us to sell things. It is important that we
are the proprietors, and not the product.

Facebook is totally manipulative, as are many other social media apps, and all these must be
avoided if we are to remain free people and take charge of our democracy. Let's turn them off.

How we get our national and world "news" is another big issue. Objective, non-partisan sources
are hard to find. That search will have to be the subject of another conversation.

by Joe Steinberger

Glen Birbeck

Off the Sauce!

Ghosts onWRFR
Every Tuesday evening from 8 to 10 pm,
David Dyer carries in a cast of characters and
sounds from the far
reaches of the music
world and beyond
for this new revival
of GHOSTS; a hard
rock, metal,
alternative,
industrial, electronic
journey, peppered
with interviews,
news, and reviews
from the ghosts of
our past, present,
and future.

Join our Buzz and WRFR team.

Host a radio show, contribute your

ideas and your art. We are all

volunteers and we need your help.

Visit wrfr.org

Email Joe: steinberger@gwi.net
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Broken Wing continues to faithfully arrive for her daily breakfast. Her
yearling crow offspring are mostly absent. Maybe they’ve left the family
group to start their own?

The red squirrel has been absent for several weeks now. I miss its antics
as it teased the two resident grey squirrels. It has been gone before, so I
hope it returns safely. I’ve always loved animals and birds, even though I
really have limited knowledge of their behaviors and habitats. Maybe covid’s
social limitations have increased my interest in birds, especially crows.
Broken Wing is becoming tamer, if that’s the right word. She stays in place,
about two feet away when I bring her breakfast. I fantasize about someday
being able to hand-feed her.

The Japanese maple is in its final, seasonal coloration change. From
burgundy to ruby to garnet its leaves are now a dull rust-color before it
sheds them for the year.

Its shape of full branches that reach to the ground looks like its wearing a
hoop skirt.

We are entering a dangerous phase of the pandemic. Covid cases are
surging everywhere. A Rockland Polish/American friend tells me her
relatives in Poland, who we visited about six years ago; all have covid. So far,
they do not need hospitalizations. I emailed them a speedy return to good
health in what German I remember. Their English is limited, I know only
about three words in Polish and one of them speaks German, so we’ve been
able to communicate.

I’m becoming more and more nervous about the viral spread. Meanwhile,
the Commander in Chief is AWOL on covid and everything else as he
obsesses on his election loss while the pandemic sweeps America with
surging cases and deaths of our fellow citizens. The Hindu scriptural quote
by Robert Oppenheimer, the American physicist who regretted helping
develop the atomic bomb, comes to mind, “Now I am become Death, the
destroyer ofworlds.” Its unlikely Trump knows this quote, since he brags
about not reading anything. He is acting it out not as a regret but as his
revenge for being internationally humiliated. I predict he will decamp to
Mar-A-Largo for Christmas and not return for the Inauguration ofHarris
and Biden.

After election anxiety abated,
I’m getting anxious all over
again about the transition from
one administration to another.
Trump keeps climbing Mount
Denial as he hurls down tweets
in CAPITALS and blocks the
path to transition.

The promise of covid vaccines
has me both hopeful and
worried. Dual emotions I
frequently feel during this ninth
month of covid gestation that
mutates the virus.

Will our class, economic and
racial divides be even more
visible and acute when
distribution of covid-19
vaccines arrive? I believe there
will be triage ofwho gets the
vaccine first and who gets it
last. How will historians rate
our behaviors?

WEEK THIRTY-SIX
COVID-19 RANDOM NOTES WHILE SHELTERING IN PLACE

by Phyllis Merriam

Rockland Compost
To preserve our environment, food waste should be composted to

provide fertilizer for our gardens and farms. Diverting food waste from our
garbage has the further benefit ofmaking the rest of our waste easier (and
more pleasant) to sort and dispose of.

The City of Rockland could help residents with such a program. If it
were well designed it could be a direct advantage to those of us who
participate. It is not difficult to keep a separate container for food waste,
and it makes the rest of our garbage much easier to handle, and to store
without generating odors. This would also be a kindness to our “first
responders” who must handle what we put in our garbage cans.

The City could provide a collection service and maintain a community
compost facility. The finished compost could be sold at market value and
the proceeds used to support the composting service.

A successsful program would require thoughtful discussion first, then
careful design, and competent implementation. With that, Rockland could
be a leader in community environmental stewardship.

Yes, we can still talk to each other and share our thoughts and ideas
even if not up close & personal. A new trend in interpersonal
communications gaining popularity is called “Zoom” Much like Apple’s
“FaceTime,” Zoom is a computer app that allows multiple people to
conduct a virtual on-line meeting from the safety & security of their
home. By now most of us have participated in Zoom meetings.

Last Wednesday WRFR’s Rockland Metro show broke new ground
through the help of the folks at Maine Coast TV. We conducted our first
ever over the air broadcast Zoom interview. Our first guest was
Rockland’s newest Mayor, councilor Ed Glaser. I asked Ed about what’s
ahead for 2021 and we spoke for an hour on various City topics.

With COVID-19 cases on the rise in Knox county, WRFR wanted to
test out this new format and found it to be highly successful. In the next
few weeks we hope to work out the bugs and be able to invite other
members of the public to join our conversation on line and on air over
WRFR FM 93.3, and on MaineCoast.tv.

f you would like to participate, or it you have an idea for topics you
want discussed or people we should interview, please forward your
comments to WRFR’s website. One topic very much on the mind of
Rockland’s new council is the difficulty in getting public input during the
pandemic. Topics discussed on last weeks show were the Rockland Rec
Center and what we should do there going forward, changes downtown,
and what Main Street might look like next summer. Also we discussed
the police department and, as we approach budget season, what changes
should we consider in police, fire and public services. Housing is another
hot topic - should we consider changes to zoning and allow smaller
accessory dwelling in town?

Please join us as we work through the bugs in our new virtual format.
We hope it will allow more participation in a safe way. Our all-volunteer
radio station is all about inviting the exchange of new ideas through
public discussion. Join us as we open a new chapter in our evolution.

Mind & Musings
Wednesdays 8 - 9 p.m.
Hosted byMarcus Carter. Mind
& Musings is a talk show of
topics ranging from the
paranormal, to the stock market,
from games, to interesting tidbits
of information, to spirits, and
beyond!
Tune in: 93.3 fm in Rockland
99.3 fm in Camden
and online at wrfr.org

Can We Talk?
by Steve Carroll

Saturday Night Rocks!
Saturdays 8 - 10 p.m on WRFR

The 80's are back every Saturday Night!
Join your host, Rich Smalley from 8 pm
to 10 pm, as he plays the best rock songs
of the decade. Whether it's classic, punk
or glam your rock gods and goddesses of
the 80's will keep your weekend rolling
with thick make-up, big hair, and fish net
stockings and this is just the guys!
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